
Beat: Politics

Angelina Jolie .. You all love and appreciation
Doves squadron from Mosul to California!

Iraq, 19.06.2018, 16:34 Time

USPA NEWS - _ Angelina Jolie in Mosul crying after the destruction and bodies that are still under the rubble .. And a number of
chorus (so-called Sunni leaders) discuss the political situation of the province itself at the Royal Hotel in Amman ?!
_Jolie meet the miserable children of Mosul .. and what they are named (Sunni forces) in intensive meetings in the palaces of their
powerless leaders : How are the new alliances, and who will falsely represent (the Sunni of Iraq) and the number of ministries and
bodies that seek to attack them!
_Jolie .. A global actress and an Oscar winner has been chosen several times as: the most influential woman in the world .. while the
leader of the Salafi (Mahmoud Mashhadani) calls for the formation of a federal council to include all the leaders of the political process
in Iraq after retirement ..

In order the country of Mesopotamia, whose civilisation of 6000 years, not to lose the value and political and strategic stature of such
Mr. Mashhadani,this Council will serve as an advisory body, through which our leaders, veterans of politics and economy,give tips,
instructions and guidance for new politicians who will lead the political process in Iraq after them! Certainly, every leader within this
Council enjoys a huge salary and wheels and protections for fear of them, in addition to other privileges .. May God protect us all this
Salafists cancer!

- The information indicates that (Jolie) intended to donate a certain amount of money to the affected and the displaced people of the
province .. but .. After seeing and acquainted with the splendor and well-being of Iraqi families in the camps of the displaced and the
availability of everything to them and as the Iraqi proverb says : (from needle to car) , she praised the effort and hard work done by
(Leader Saleh al-Mutlaq) in his capacity as the primary responsible for this file, when he received a billion dollars from the government
as the share of the displaced, thus Jolie rejected all charges against the Mutlak related to the theft of one billion dollars!

But what important is:..

1.Let us forget the problems of polotics..those did not and will not offer or delay anything in the general scope.. whoever tries to wear
the clothes of adults before his experience matures, then he will not represent any number in the political street. We all know that the
so-called "Sunni forces" of various denominations - liberal, Islamic, secular, socialist ... all of them without exception are surrounded by
scandals and surrounded by vices. You should not pay attention to them. We have been accustomed to the emergence of the political
parties and (Sunni) forces with their empty slogans, which have long been claimed to represent the revolutionary forces against the
marginalization and injustice that occurred in the western provinces as described. But soon they will remove their masks in a race to
the authority and its spoils.

. However, the terrible drought that affected (Mosul, Anbar, Saladin and Diyala) in the era of the Accordance Front and then the Union
of Iraqi Forces made these provinces a desert of men from politics because they are, in fact, neither political forces nor are the most
important leaders and have no public influence and did not fill any vacuum .. as the most serious problem is that these political forces
(Sunni) speak beyond the limits of their capacity and influence .. But are swollen lies and illusions.
We are in front of a clear disaster, when some of the hypocrites play the term "Supporters of al-Sunna & the Groups" all of them
struggle to present their ugly face, which made (Sunni of Iraq as a group of people living in areas outside the borders of Iraq. I think it
is clear to any blind that those insane are separated from reality and live in total isolation .. after they were exposed in front of the
people and specifically the provinces that they deceived and still deceive them.

2. We are all (seniled woman;Hasna Malas) .. We are all (insane Abbas Baza) .. All of us are:Saleh al-Mutlaq .. All of us are: Mahmoud



Mashhadani .. We are all:Izidin al-Dawla) .. all of us are:Sunni leaders!

In fact, after study and research in Google about the qualities that characterize the above mentioned names, I did not find anything that
suits them but only the story of (Hasna Malas and Abbas Piza) ..
Hasna Malas.. the fame of this woman did not come from being the one of the oldest prostitutes of the locality of Sabungiya or Meedan
locality only .. she did not enter history because she is the most famous prostitute and old pimp.. She became famous after her name
was associated with a very political story in wit.

In the period of Abdul Karim Qasim, the revolution of July 14, 1958 did not find a person to represent it except Fayiq-al Samarrai, who
was appointed the first ambassador of the Republic of Iraq in Cairo, when the conflict between Abdel Nasser and Abdel Karim
Kassem intensified in the spring of 1959, Samarrai resigned from his post to lead the opposition against Qasim.. where the political
relations between Iraq and the United Arab Republic at the time reached the stage of crisis and exchange of insults through the radio
and newspapers and Samurai formed political gathering in the name of (National Assembly).. The Voice of the Arabs radio station,
which was tarnishing and denigrating the regime in Iraq, was put under his power. The voice of its director Ahmed Said spread in the
horizons to publish news and activities and some supernatural matters about Gamal Abdel Nasser ..

At the same time he was cursing the leader Abdel Karim Qassem. Thus the camp loyal to Abdul Karim Qassem sent a news to the
famous broadcaster of the broadcasting station: the voice of the Egyptian Arabs, Ahmed Said saying that the communists have
arrested the Jihadist lady (Hassan Malas) and they have been insulting her and her honor .. and also arrested the militant Mujahid
(Abbas Peza).. And Abbas Beza was one of the most famous pimps of the region as well.. Meanwhile the great radio broadcaster with
the cooled voice of Ahmed Said, started to launch blatant comments without being sure of the subject on the most famous radio station
in the history of Arab radio stations at the time, denouncing the government of the leader and the communists reciting the text: "If,
Hasna Malas,dies all of us are Hasna Malas ... We are all Abbas Beza from the ocean to the Gulf." This radio became a mockery to the
Iraqis. This is one of the championships Hasna Malas! Today, we all cheer & repeat: Mutlaq .. We are all Mahmoud Mashhadani.. And
the names of many politicians who cracked our heads as they pretend representing the Sunnis in Iraq.

Finally, I return to extend thanks and greetings to the brilliant Angelina Jolie.. And thanks to the icon Kazem El Saher because I quoted
some of the expressions of the article title from his great love poem.. And please excuse the activist Hasna Malas and the hero Abbas
Peza!
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